
Evaluations on Africa Fishline Timelines / Follow 
Up Assignment Guidelines

Below I have posted grades, comments, fixes and Digging Deeper Guidelines for your African 
Timelines.  Look em over, if you think I’ve missed the boat - talk to me / nothing is in stone.  
However, I think they are fairly accurately evaluated.  

Next step will be a fifty point (Fix it) homework assignment when we return.  All 
items that need fixing - will have a week to get up and get right.  We’ll have some time in class - 
a couple of days.  For the most part you just need to make the alterations and run them by me 
when they are complete.  Two timelines will need to be moved.  T.J. and Alberto - the wind will 
knock it down.  And Almanda and Ashley - the Digging Deeper pages will block the overhead.

Digging Deeper - 100 point CA assignment
You will take your three Digging Deepers - and create a one page (front and back) hanger to 
drop from the original slide.  At the same time change the original slide to an appropriate photo 
representation of the topic.  You still want to label it, however remove any of the explanation 
font and include it in the hanger.  As you research deeper into the chosen issues - remember 
that you will be responsible to present for the final CA assessment below.   I will provide in 
class time for this assignment.

Digging Deeper Presentations - 100 point CA assignment
Each group will be provided one full class period to take each of their three chosen topics and 
present to the class.  An hour is a pretty long time - which means you better be prepared - 
Audio Visual and lecture presentation.  Each participant is required to be involved.  You’ll be 
graded both by students and by me.  Students will take notes on the presentations and have a 
final grade open note test on those presentations.  We will run the presentations two per week 
for four weeks, and include other assignments in the process.  I will let you know when these 
presentations will take place.

Final Africa Exams 
100 point map test - TBA
100 pint Digging Deeper / ANW Presentation - Open Note Test

Lots of work yet to do on Africa - So get organized / take good notes / fend 
off Senioritus...



Sierra Leone - Blair & Sierra
Grade:  92% A-

Comments:
Color combo is great
Coverage of the Conflict Diamonds is very good
Little more info on Charles Taylor - Hague?  Now?
West Africa prior to Sierra Leone (figure it out)
Justinian I - who is he?  I think he’s a Roman?
Interesting name for Sierra Leone

Fixes:
West Africa slide - lets have an accurate reflection of the states / map

Digging Deeper
1 - Conflict Diamond history
2 - Charles Taylor
3 - something NOT related to the diamonds

Somalia - Ashley & Almanda
Grade:  94% A

Comments:
Nice that you went from 2 pt font to 5 pt font
Still too small...but better
Both of you are very knowledge on the subject
Your quick facts are a bit random
Consistency of color - works well
I like the tattoos slide

Fixes:
Quick facts - compare with Denmark and with USA / and bigger
Map it - on the Zanzibar and Arab peninsula in covering slavery
Clear up the timing on Black Hawk down (movie)

Digging Deeper
1 - Somali Pirates - should be interesting
2 - Henna Tattoos - cool
3 - Current government and terrorist group



Morocco - Shelby & Dominique & Nicole
Grade:  82% B-

Comments:
Not bad after a rugged start
Pretty knowledgeable all of you - Dominique especially
I like the goats:)
Looking at your notes on the star - it’d be interesting to know about it
good slides on Imperialism - Nicole nice explanation

Fixes:
Slide Addition - the kingdom when does it begin / USA recognition
Green March map with the Western Sierra

Digging Deeper
1 - Green March with map
2 - Goats - Goats - Goats
3 - 2013 rapist law

South Africa - Lauren & Emily
Grade:  88% B+

Comments:
Coverage is solid - lots of significant stuff
Knowledgeable about slides - particularly Lauren
A little confusing on Afrikaners & Boers
No statehood slide - when is it a state?  This is important
Truth & Reconciliation a little unclear

Fixes:
Slide Addition - Statehood and date
Slide Addition - Emily’s animals
Tighten Truth & Reconciliation

Digging Deeper:
1 - Mandela - duh
2 - Archbishop Desmond Tutu 
3 - Apartheid - history



Libya - TJ & Alberto
Grade: 72% C

Comments:
You got it up - that’s good
Font sizing has lots of problems
Gahdaffi is good
Aside from Gahdaffi - not as thorough
Let’s move it away from the window

Fixes:
Who are the Berbers?  Maybe a slide
Slide Addition - OIL (too important to skip)
Slide Addition - Libyan Revolution (prior to Gaddafi death)
The Font - it is just too difficult to read

Digging Deeper:
1 - Gaddafi era
2 - Death of Gaddafi (include Libyan Revolution)
3 - Lockerbie plane bombing

Sudan - Zack & Joe
Grade: 72% C

Comments:
Not finished - wasn’t really ready to go up.
Lots of font problems - can’t read a lot of it
Zack extremely knowledgeable about the slides.
Love the Chevron slide - clean it up.
good job foreshadowing problems Darfur and South
I see good coverage coming on Darfur and South

Fixes:
Font problems must be fixed
Slide Addition - China and Sudan
Slide Addition - Osam bin Laden if it works?



Digging Deeper:
1 - Child Soldiers
2 - Darfur
3 - South Sudan - All three hold a lot of potential if you are prepared!

Kenya - Haley & Sara
Grade:  97% A

Comments:
Extremely readable - font is large and clear 
Colorful - bright colors pull you in and match the flag
Knowledgeable - you absolutely know what you’re talking about
Wingari - interesting / am anxious to know more about her
FGM - We need this done well.  Teach us!

Fixes:
British East African borders - find them for 1895 - fix map
link the Kenyatta boys a bit more tightly

Digging Deeper:
1 - FGM - For sure!  And do a thorough job.
2 - Jomo Kenyatta - obviously
3 - Wangari - am anxious to know more.  

Kenya - Jesse & Sascha
Grade:  TBA

Sascha you got a LOT of catching up to do.  Take off the Hawaiian lay and get back to work.  
Let’s get moving!!!


